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Abstract
In the classical occupancy scheme, one considers a fixed discrete probability measure p = (pi : i ∈ I)
and throws balls independently at random in boxes labeled by I, such that pi is the probability that a
given ball falls into the box i . In this work, we are interested in asymptotic regimes of this scheme in the
situation induced by a refining sequence (p(k) : k ∈ N) of random probability measures which arise from
some multiplicative cascade. Our motivation comes from the study of the asymptotic behavior of certain
fragmentation chains.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The occupancy scheme is a simple urn model in probability theory that possesses a variety
of applications to statistics, combinatorics, and computer science. These include, for instance,
species sampling [7,12], analysis of algorithms [9], learning theory [6], etc. The books by
Johnson and Kotz [15] and by Kolchin et al. [18] are standard references.
This model is often depicted as balls-in-bins. Typically, we denote by ProbI the space of
probability measures on some countable set of indices I, so that each p ∈ ProbI can be identified
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as a family p = (pi : i ∈ I) of non-negative real numbers with ∑i∈I pi = 1. Given some
p ∈ ProbI , one throws balls successively and independently in a fixed series of boxes labeled by
indices i in I, and assumes that each ball has probability pi of falling into the box i . For every
integer j, n with j ≤ n, we denote by Npn, j the number of boxes containing exactly j balls when
n balls have been thrown, and by
Npn :=
∞∑
j=1
Npn, j
the total number of occupied boxes.
We consider here a variant of this occupancy scheme which corresponds to a nested family
of boxes. This is conveniently described in terms of the genealogical structure of populations, so
we start by recalling some notions in this area. We introduce the infinite genealogical tree
T :=
∞⋃
k=0
Nk,
with N := {1, 2, . . .} and the convention N0 := {∅}. The elements of T are called individuals,
and for every integer k, the kth generation of T is formed by the individuals in Nk . The boundary
∂T = NN of T is the set of infinite sequences ` = (`1, `2, . . .) of positive integers, which we
call leaves. For each leaf ` = (`1, `2, . . .) and each integer k, we write `(k) = (`1, . . . , `k) for
the ancestor of ` at generation k. Conversely, for every individual at generation k, say i ∈ Nk ,
we denote by ∂Ti the sub-set of leaves whose ancestor at generation k is i . In particular, the
root ∅ of the genealogical tree should be viewed as the progenitor of the entire population, and
∂T∅ = ∂T .
Then consider some probability measure, say P, on ∂T , and imagine that we sample a
sequence λ(1), λ(2), . . . of i.i.d. random leaves according to the law P. For each of the fixed
integers k, n ∈ N, we denote by N (k)n the number of ancestors at generation k of the first n leaves:
N (k)n := Card
{
λ
(k)
(m) : m ≤ n
}
= Card
{
i ∈ Nk : Card (∂Ti ∩ {λ(1), . . . , λ(n)}) ≥ 1} .
More precisely, we may also consider for every integer 1 ≤ j ≤ n
N (k)n, j := Card
{
i ∈ Nk : Card (∂Ti ∩ {λ(1), . . . , λ(n)}) = j} ,
the number of individuals i at generation k such that the boundary ∂Ti of the sub-tree that stems
from i contains exactly j leaves among {λ(1), . . . , λ(n)}. The connexion with the classical occu-
pancy scheme may be better understood by viewing the random leaves as balls which are thrown
on the boundary of the tree, and then imagining that each ball falls down following the branch
from the leaf to the root ∅. Each individual i can be thought of as a box, and if balls are thrown
randomly according to the probability measure P on the boundary of the tree, then the probability
that some given ball passes through the box i at generation k is
pi (k) := P(∂Ti ).
Clearly, p(k) := (pi (k) : i ∈ Nk) defines a probability measure on Nk for each generation k, and
the sequence of discrete probability measures (p(k) : k ∈ N) determines P.
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Recently, Gnedin et al. [11] have considered asymptotic laws for a randomized version of the
classical occupation scheme, where the discrete probability p ∈ ProbI is random (more precisely,
p is obtained from the atoms of some Poisson point measure on ]0,∞[). In the present work, we
will be interested in a situation when the probability measure P on ∂T (and therefore also each
probability measure p(k) on Nk) is random. So henceforth, conditionally on P, each leaf λ(1), . . .
is picked randomly according to P and independently of the others. This is equivalent to assuming
that the sequence of random leaves is exchangeable with de Finetti measure P. More precisely,
we shall assume that P is given by some multiplicative cascade; see Liu [19] and the references
therein. This means that we consider first some random probability measure % = (%1, . . .) in
ProbN and assign to each individual i = (i1, . . . , ik) of the genealogical tree an independent
copy %(i) of %. Roughly speaking, %(i) describes how the mass pi (k) = P(∂Ti ) is splitted into
the sub-sets of leaves ∂Ti j for j ∈ N, where i j = (i1, . . . , ik, j) denotes the j th child of the
individual i at generation k+1. Specifically, % j (i) is the portion of the mass of i inherited by the
child i j , i.e.
pi j (k + 1)
pi (k)
= % j (i),
so that, by iteration,
pi (k) = %i1(∅)× %i2(i (1))× · · · × %ik (i (k−1)), (1)
where i (k
′) = (i1, . . . , ik′) denotes the ancestor of i at generation k′ ≤ k. Clearly, for each integer
k, p(k) = (pi (k) : i ∈ Nk) now defines a random probability measure onNk , and we can identify
the conditional laws
L
(
N (k)n | p(k)
)
= L
(
Np(k)n
)
and L
(
N (k)n, j | p(k)
)
= L
(
Np(k)n, j
)
. (2)
Our main purpose is to determine the asymptotic regimes of the numbers of occupied boxes
N (k)n, j and N
(k)
n when both n and k tend to infinity. It is easily seen from routine estimates that
non-degenerate limits should occur when k ≈ ln n. Since both k and n are integers, a natural
regime thus could be k = ba ln nc for some real number a > 0, where the notation b·c refers
to the integer part. It turns out that this is actually too crude, in the sense that for k = ba ln nc,
the asymptotic behavior of N (k)n, j does not only depend on a, but also on the oscillations of the
fractional part {a ln n}. Indeed, we shall establish a law of large numbers for N (k)n, j and a central
limit theorem for N (k)n when k, n → ∞ in such a way that k = a ln n + b + o(1) for fixed real
numbers a and b in certain intervals.
Our approach essentially combines uniform probability estimates for the classical occupancy
scheme and information about asymptotic behaviors in multiplicative cascades which can be
gleaned from the literature and will be reviewed in Section 2. In particular, the analysis of
multiplicative cascades relies crucially on the natural connexion with a class of branching random
walks, and more precisely, on their large deviation behaviors whose descriptions are due to
Biggins [5]. The main results about the asymptotic regimes in our model will presented and
proved in Section 3. They include a law of large numbers and a central limit theorem mentioned
above; we will also study asymptotics of the shattering generation, i.e. the lowest generation
at which no box contains more than a fixed number of balls. Finally, we shall conclude this
work by discussing some interpretations of the present results in the framework of homogeneous
fragmentation processes, which provided the initial motivation for this work.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Some limit theorems for the occupancy scheme
In this section, we lift from the literature on urn models a law of large numbers and a central
limit theorem for the number of occupied boxes that will be useful in our study.
Given an arbitrary discrete probability measure p = (pi : i ∈ I) ∈ ProbI , we define first for
every j ≤ n the number N¯pn, j of boxes occupied by more than j balls when n balls have been
thrown, viz.
N¯pn, j :=
n∑
`= j+1
Npn,`.
In particular, for j = 0, N¯pn,0 = Npn . Introduce also for every real number x ≥ 0
µ¯
p
j (x) :=
∞∑
`= j+1
x`
`!
∑
i∈I
p`i e
−pi x
=
∑
i∈I
(
1− e−pi x
(
1+ · · · + (pi x)
j
j !
))
.
We may now state the following law of large numbers which has its roots in Bahadur [1].
Lemma 1. Let p(1),p(2), . . . be a sequence of discrete probability measures, (nk, k ∈ N) a
sequence of positive integers with limk→∞ nk = ∞, and j ∈ Z+. Suppose that∑
k∈N
1
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
<∞ (3)
and
lim
α→1 limk→∞
µ¯
p(k)
j (αnk)
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
= 1.
Then
lim
k→∞
N¯p(k)nk , j
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
= 1 a.s.
Although this result should belong to the folklore of limit theorems for urn models, we have not
been able to find a precise reference where it is stated in this form, and thus we shall provide a
proof. The argument relies on Poissonization, which is an important technique in this area; see,
for instance, the surveys by Gnedin et al. [10] or Holst [13].
Proof. We work first with a fixed probability measure p = (pi : i ∈ I), but we replace the
deterministic number of balls n by nx , where n = (nx , x ≥ 0) is an independent standard Poisson
process. The key effect of Poissonization is that now, for each i ∈ I, the number of balls in the
box i has the Poisson distribution with parameter pi x , and that to different boxes correspond
independent Poisson variables. As a consequence, the variable βi which takes the value 1 if more
than j balls occupy the box i and 0 otherwise, has the Bernoulli distribution with parameter
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∞∑
`= j+1
e−pi x (pi x)
`
`! ,
and when i varies in I, these Bernoulli variables are independent. Changing the typography, we
write
N¯
p
x, j :=
∑
i∈I
βi
for the number of boxes occupied by more than j balls when nx balls have been thrown. By
elementary properties of sums of independent Bernoulli variables, we see that
E
(
N¯
p
x, j
)
= µ¯pj (x) (4)
and
Var
(
N¯
p
x, j
)
≤ µ¯pj (x).
Thus Chebyshev’s inequality ensures that
P
(∣∣∣∣∣ N¯
p
x, j
µ¯
p
j (x)
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
)
≤ ε
−2
µ¯
p
j (x)
for every ε > 0.
Next, we replace the fixed probability measure p by p(k) and take x = αnk for some real
number α close to 1. The bound above combined with our assumptions enables us to apply the
Borel–Cantelli lemma, and we get that
lim
k→∞
N¯
p(k)
αnk , j
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
= `(α) a.s., (5)
with
`(α) := lim
k→∞
µ¯
p(k)
j (αnk)
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
.
Recall that the number nx = nαnk of balls which are thrown has the Poisson distribution with
parameter αnk . On the event {nαnk ≥ nk}, there is the bound
N¯
p(k)
αnk , j
≥ N¯p(k)nk , j ,
whereas on the complementary event we have
N¯
p(k)
αnk , j
≤ N¯p(k)nk , j .
Recall that nk →∞. Plainly, if α > 1, then
lim
k0→∞
P(nαnk ≥ nk for all k ≥ k0) = 1
whereas if α < 1, then
lim
k0→∞
P(nαnk < nk for all k ≥ k0) = 1.
This completes the proof, by using (5) and the assumption that limα→1 `(α) = 1. 
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Remark. If we replace the requirement (3) in Lemma 1 by the weaker limk→∞ µ¯p(k)j (nk) = ∞,
the same calculations yield the weak law of large numbers:
lim
k→∞
N¯p(k)nk , j
µ¯
p(k)
j (nk)
= 1 in probability.
Next, we turn our attention to fluctuations for the number of occupied boxes. Following
Hwang and Janson [14], we introduce for every fixed probability measure p = (pi : i ∈ I) ∈
ProbI and every x ≥ 0
µp(x) := µ¯p0(x) =
∑
i∈I
(1− e−pi x ) (6)
and
σ 2p (x) :=
∑
i∈I
e−pi x (1− e−pi x )− x−1
(∑
i∈I
xpie−pi x
)2
. (7)
These quantities provide uniform estimates for the mean and the variance of Npn ; specifically
it is known from Theorem 2.3 in [14] that
|E(Npn )− µp(n)| ≤ c (8)
and
|Var(Npn )− σ 2p (n)| ≤ c, (9)
where c denotes some numerical constant (which depends neither on n nor on p). This makes the
following central limit theorem quite intuitive (see Corollary 2.5 in [14], and also Dutko [8] and
Karlin [16] for earlier versions).
Lemma 2. Let p(1),p(2), . . . be a sequence of discrete probability measures and (kn, n ∈ N) a
sequence of positive integers such that
lim
n→∞ σ
2
p(kn)(n) = ∞.
Then the number of occupied boxes is asymptotically normally distributed when n goes to infinity,
in the sense that
Np(kn)n − µp(kn)(n)
σp(kn)(n)
converges in distribution to a standard normal variable as n →∞.
We do not know whether a similar central limit theorem holds for the number Npn, j of boxes
occupied by exactly j balls for j ≥ 1.
2.2. Large deviation behaviors of multiplicative cascades
Recall that % is a random probability measure on N. We denote its law by ν, so ν is a
probability measure on ProbN that will be referred to as the splitting law. We shall always assume
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that this splitting law is not geometric,1 in the sense that there is no real number r > 0 such that
with probability one, all the atoms of % belong to {rn, n ∈ Z+}. In particular, note that the
degenerate case when % is a Dirac point mass a.s. is henceforth excluded.
As it was explained in the Introduction, we consider a family (%(i), i ∈ T ) of independent
copies of % labeled by the individuals of the genealogical tree T . The multiplicative cascade
construction (1) defines a random probability measure p(k) on Nk for every generation k ∈ N.
Our aim is to apply general asymptotic results for occupancy schemes such as Lemmas 1 and 2,
and in this direction, we shall use fundamental large deviation behaviors for branching random
walks that Biggins [5] established.
Taking logarithm of masses, we may encode the random probability measure p(k) = (pi (k) :
i ∈ Nk) at generation k by the random point measure on R+
Z (k)(dy) :=
∑
δ− ln pi (k)(dy),
where δz stands for the Dirac point mass at z and the sum on the right-hand side is taken over the
individuals i at the kth generation which have a positive mass. It then follows immediately from
the structure of multiplicative cascade (1) that (Z (k), k ∈ Z+) is a branching random walk, in
the sense that for each of the integers k, k′ ≥ 0, Z (k+k′) is obtained from Z (k) by replacing each
atom z of Z (k) by a family {z + y, y ∈ Y}, where Y is distributed as the family of the atoms of
Z (k
′) and distinct atoms z of Z (k) correspond to independent copies of Y .
We now introduce analytic quantities defined in terms of the splitting law ν which will have
an important role in the present study. First, we define the Laplace transform of the intensity
measure of Z (1) by
L(θ) := E(〈Z (1), e−θ ·〉)
for θ > 0; note that there are also the alternative expressions
L(θ) = E
∑
j∈N
%θj
 = ∫
ProbN
(∑
i∈N
pθi
)
ν(dp). (10)
The function L :]0,∞[→]0,∞] is convex decreasing with L(1) = 1; we define
θ∗ := inf{θ > 0 : L(θ) <∞}, (11)
so that L(θ) < ∞ when θ > θ∗. One readily sees from Ho¨lder’s inequality that ln L is a convex
function, and then that
ϕ(θ) := ln L(θ)− θ L
′(θ)
L(θ)
(12)
is a function which decreases on ]θ∗,∞[.
As L(1) = 1 and L decreases, we have ϕ(1) = −L′(1) > 0, and thus the set of θ ∈]θ∗,∞[
such that ϕ(θ) > 0 is a non-empty open interval ]θ∗, θ∗[, where θ∗ > 1 is defined by
θ∗ := sup{θ > θ∗ : ϕ(θ) > 0}. (13)
1 Working with a geometric splitting law would induce a phenomenon of periodicity which we shall not discuss
here for simplicity. However results similar to those proven in this work can be established by the same techniques for
geometric splitting laws.
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Remark. The critical parameter θ∗ may be finite or infinite, and is finite whenever
‖max
i∈N
%i‖∞ = 1,
where % = (%i , i ∈ N) denotes a random probability measure on N with law ν. Indeed, it is
easily seen that
lim
θ→∞ L(θ)
1/θ = ‖max
i∈N
%i‖∞,
and when the right-hand side equals 1, the function g : θ → − ln L(θ)
θ
has thus limit 0 at infinity.
Since g is non-negative on [1,∞[ and g(1) = 0, g reaches its overall maximum at some location
at, say, θmax ∈]1,∞[. As g′(θ) = θ−2ϕ(θ), we conclude that θmax = θ∗ <∞.
Following Biggins [4], we are now able to introduce for every θ > θ∗
W (k)(θ) := L(θ)−k〈Z (k), e−θ ·〉 = L(θ)−k
∑
i∈Nk
pi (k)
θ , k ≥ 0,
which form a remarkable family of martingales:
Lemma 3. For every θ ∈]θ∗, θ∗[, the martingale (W (k)(θ), k ∈ Z+) is bounded in Lγ (P) for
some γ > 1. Its terminal value
W (θ) := lim
k→∞W
(k)(θ)
is (strictly) positive a.s.
Proof. Jensen’s inequality implies that for every probability measure p ∈ ProbN and every
γ > 1, there is the upper bound(∑
i∈N
pθi
)γ
≤
∑
i∈N
pγ (θ−1)+1i .
For any θ > θ∗, we may chose γ > 1 sufficiently small such that γ (θ − 1) + 1 > θ∗, and we
deduce that E(W (1)(θ)γ ) <∞.
We then observe that the function f : θ → θ−1 ln L(θ) has derivative f ′(θ) = −θ−2ϕ(θ).
Thus this derivative is negative when θ ∈]θ∗, θ∗[, which means that f decreases in some
neighborhood of θ . We may thus find γ > 1 sufficiently small such that
ln L(γ θ)
γ θ
<
ln L(θ)
θ
,
and hence L(γ θ) < L(θ)γ . We can now apply Theorem 1 in Biggins [5], which completes the
proof of the first part of our claim. Finally, the assertion that the terminal value W (θ) > 0 a.s.
derives easily from the fact, the probability that branching random walk Z (k) is extinguished at
generation k equals 0 for every k ∈ N. 
In order to state the key technical result for this present study, we define for every θ > θ∗ the
tilted random point measure
Z (k)θ (dy) :=
e−θy
L(θ)k
Z (k)(dy), y ≥ 0.
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We also introduce the mean and the variance of the intensity measure of Z (1)θ :
M(θ) := −L
′(θ)
L(θ)
and V(θ) = L
′′(θ)
L(θ)
−
(
L′(θ)
L(θ)
)2
. (14)
Both M(θ) and V(θ) are positive quantities, and write gθ for the (centered) Gaussian density with
variance V(θ), i.e.
gθ (x) = 1√
2piV(θ)
exp
(
− x
2
2V(θ)
)
.
The next statement is a version of Theorem 4 in Biggins [5] specialized to our framework.
Lemma 4. The following assertion holds with probability one:
lim
k→∞
∣∣∣√kZ (k)θ ([x + kM(θ)− h, x + kM(θ)+ h[)− 2hW (θ)gθ (x/√k)∣∣∣ = 0,
where the limit is uniform for x ∈ R, h ≤ 1 and θ in a compact sub-set of ]θ∗, θ∗[.
Next, observe that if f : R→ R+ is, say, a continuous function, then∑
i∈Nk
f (kM(θ)+ ln pi (k)) =
∫
R+
f (kM(θ)− y)Z (k)(dy)
=
(
L(θ)eθM(θ)
)k ∫
R+
f (kM(θ)− y)eθ(y−kM(θ))Z (k)θ (dy).
Recall also that the rate function ϕ is defined by (12). We finally state the following limit theorem
which will be useful to estimate the conditional mean number of occupied boxes given the
multiplicative cascade.
Corollary 1 (Large Deviation Behavior). Pick θ ∈]θ∗, θ∗[ and let f : R→ R+ be a continuous
function. Assume that there exist α > 0 and β > θ such that
lim
y→+∞ y
α f (y) = 0 and lim
y→−∞ e
−βy f (y) = 0,
so in particular f ∈ L1(e−θydy). Let also (ck : k ∈ N) denote a sequence of real numbers which
converges to some c ∈ R. Then with probability one, we have
lim
k→∞
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k
∑
i∈Nk
f (kM(θ)+ ln pi (k)+ ck) = e
θc
√
2piV(θ)
(∫
R
f (y)e−θydy
)
W (θ).
Corollary 1 follows readily from Lemma 4 when f has bounded support. However, the derivation
in the case when the function f has unbounded support is rather technical, even though our
assumptions have been tailored for the purpose of the present work. We postpone the proof to the
Appendix.
3. Asymptotic regimes
3.1. Main results
We now have all the technical ingredients for our study, we just need to introduce a few more
notations. We shall consider the regime for pairs of integers (k, n) such that
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k, n →∞ and k − a ln n → b, (15)
where a > 0 and b ∈ R are fixed. When F(k, n) is some function depending on k and n, we
shall write
lim
a,b
F(k, n)
for the limit of F(k, n) when (k, n) follows the regime (15), of course provided that such a limit
exists.
Recall that our basic datum is the splitting law ν on ProbN, and that its Laplace transform
L(θ) is given by (10). Further important notions include the critical parameters θ∗, θ∗, the rate
function ϕ, and the mean M and variance V functions, which have been defined in (11), (13),
(12) and (14), respectively. The mean function M decreases continuously on ]θ∗, θ∗[ and takes
positive values. We denote the inverse bijection by
M−1 :]M∗,M∗[→]θ∗, θ∗[,
where
M∗ = lim
θ→θ∗−M(θ) and M
∗ = lim
θ→θ∗+
M(θ).
One always has ]M∗,M∗[⊆]0,∞[, and the inclusion can be strict.
Example. These quantities are especially simple in the case when ν is the Poisson–Dirichlet
distribution PD(1). Indeed, one easily gets L(θ) = 1/θ for θ > 0, and then ϕ(θ) = − ln θ + 1.
One thus sees that θ∗ = 0 and θ∗ = e. Finally M(θ) = 1/θ and V(θ) = 1/θ2, so M∗ = 1/e,
M∗ = ∞ and M−1(a) = 1/a.
Finally recall from Lemma 3 that for every θ ∈]θ∗, θ∗[, W (θ) is a positive random variable
which arises as the limit of a remarkable martingale. We are now able to specify regimes for
the (strong) law of large numbers for the number of boxes occupied by exactly j balls in an
occupation scheme driven by a multiplicative cascade.
Theorem 1. Pick a ∈]1/M∗, 1/M∗[ and b ∈ R, and set θ = M−1(1/a). Then for every integer
j > θ , the following limits
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k N¯ (k)n, j−1 =
( ∞∑
`= j
Γ (`− θ)
`!
)
e−θb/a√
2piV(θ)
W (θ),
and
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k N (k)n, j =
Γ ( j − θ)e−θb/a
j !√2piV(θ) W (θ),
hold with probability one.
Remark. It may be interesting to recall that 1√
k
eϕ(θ)k is also the order of magnitude of the
numbers of boxes of size approximately e−k/a ≈ 1/n at generation k; see Corollary 3 in [3]. We
further stress that ϕ(θ) ≤ 1/a and that this inequality is strict except when θ = 1 (this can be
checked directly from the observation that ln L is a strictly convex function).
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Proof. We work conditionally on the random probabilities p(k) using (2). We aim at applying
Lemma 1, and in this direction we fix some real number α close to 1 and observe that
µ¯
p(k)
j−1(αn) =
∑
i∈Nk
(
1− e−pi (k)αn
(
1+ · · · + (pi (k)αn)
j−1
( j − 1)!
))
=
∑
i∈Nk
f (k/a + ln pi (k)+ ck)
with
f (x) =
(
1−
(
1+ · · · + e
( j−1)x
( j − 1)!
)
exp{−ex }
)
and
ck := ln n + lnα − k/a = −b/a + lnα + o(1).
We can now check that the assumptions of Corollary 1 hold with c = −b/a + lnα. A
straightforward calculation shows that∫
R
f (y)e−θydy =
∞∑
`= j
Γ (`− θ)
`! ,
and then, invoking Corollary 1 and recalling that θ = M−1(1/a), we deduce
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k µ¯p(k)j−1(αn) =
( ∞∑
`= j
Γ (`− θ)
`!
)
eθ(−b/a+lnα)√
2piV(θ)
W (θ). (16)
Next, we fix η ∈ [−1, 1] and define for every integer k
nk,η := bexp((k − b − η)/a)c.
Replacing b by b + η and n by nk,η in (16), we get
lim
k→∞
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k µ¯p(k)j−1(αnk,η) =
( ∞∑
`= j
Γ (`− θ)
`!
)
eθ(lnα−(b+η)/a)√
2piV(θ)
W (θ).
Note that the right-hand side depends continuously on the variable α and that the requirement
(3) in Lemma 1 is fulfilled, as ϕ(θ) > 0. An application of this lemma gives
lim
k→∞
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k N¯ (k)nk,η, j−1 =
( ∞∑
`= j
Γ (`− θ)
`!
)
e−θ(b+η)/a√
2piV(θ)
W (θ),
with probability one. An argument of monotonicity, namely
nk,η ≤ n ≤ nk,η′ H⇒ N¯ (k)nk,η, j−1 ≤ N¯
(k)
n, j−1 ≤ N¯ (k)nk,η′ , j−1,
completes the proof of our first claim. The second follows immediately from the first, since
N (k)n, j = N¯ (k)n, j−1 − N¯ (k)n, j . 
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We next turn our attention to finer asymptotic results for the total number of occupied boxes
N¯ (k)n,0 = N (k)n . If θ < 1, that is if a < 1/M(1), then we can take j = 1 in Theorem 1, and we get
from the easy identity
∞∑
`=1
Γ (`− θ)
`! =
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−x )x−θ−1dx = Γ (1− θ)
θ
that
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k N (k)n =
Γ (1− θ)e−θb/a
θ
√
2piV(θ)
W (θ) a.s. (17)
Recall also from (8) that the conditional expectation of number of occupied boxes given the de
Finetti measure, E(N (k)n | p(k)), can be approximated by µp(k)(n) = µ¯p(k)0 (n), and that (16)
provides an estimation of the latter. This gives
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k µp(k)(n) = e
−θb/aΓ (1− θ)
θ
√
2piV(θ)
W (θ). (18)
Recall further (7) and (9) and consider the following approximation for the conditional variance
σ 2p(k)(n) =
∑
i∈I
e−pi (k)n(1− e−pi (k)n)− n−1
(∑
i∈I
npi (k)e−pi (k)n
)2
.
Theorem 2. The notation is the same as in Theorem 1. Provided that θ < 1, we have that
lim
a,b
σ 2p(k)(n)
µp(k)(n)
= 2θ − 1 a.s.
As a consequence, when (k, n) follows the regime (15),
N (k)n − µp(k)(n)√
(2θ − 1)µp(k)(n)
converges in distribution as to a standard normal variable.
It is interesting to note that the parameter b plays no roˆle in the limits above, so by a
standard argument based on extraction of sub-sequences, the results still hold under the weaker
requirement that k, n → ∞ such that k = a ln n + O(1). We do not know whether this can be
extended to the more general regime when one merely requires that k ∼ a ln n. We also underline
that the usefulness of Theorem 2 is limited by the fact that the centralizing term µp(k)(n) in the
numerator is random, and only its first-order asymptotic (18) is known.
Proof. The calculations resemble those in the proof of Theorem 1. We start by observing that
σ 2p(k)(n) =
∑
i∈Nk
f (k/a + ln pi (k)+ ck)− n−1
(∑
i∈Nk
g(k/a + ln pi (k)+ ck)
)2
with
f (x) = exp{−ex } (1− exp{−ex }) , g(x) = ex exp{−ex }
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and
ck := ln n − k/a = −b/a + o(1).
Easy calculations show that∫
R
f (y)e−θydy = (2
θ − 1)Γ (1− θ)
θ
,
and ∫
R
g(y)e−θydy = Γ (1− θ).
Applying Corollary 1 and recalling that θ = M−1(1/a), we deduce that almost surely
lim
a,b
√
ke−ϕ(θ)kσ 2p(k)(n) = (2θ − 1)
e−θb/aΓ (1− θ)
θ
√
2piV(θ)
W (θ)
= (2θ − 1) lim
a,b
√
k e−ϕ(θ)kµp(k)(n),
which is our first claim. The second one then derives from Lemma 2. 
Roughly speaking, the estimation (17) means that for a < 1/M(1),
n  ek/a H⇒ N (k)n  eϕ(θ)k/
√
k.
We shall point out that this is no longer true when a > 1/M(1), in other words a phase transition
occurs at the critical value a = 1/M(1). In this direction, we consider the more general regime
for pairs of integers (k, n) such that
k, n →∞ and k ∼ a ln n, (19)
for some fixed a > 0. Again, when F(k, n) is some function depending on k and n, we shall
write
lim
a
F(k, n)
for the limit (whenever it exists) of F(k, n) when (k, n) follows the regime (19).
Proposition 1. If 1/M(1) < a, then
lim
a
N (k)n
n
= 1 a.s.
Proof. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to check that
lim
a,b
(αn)−1µp(k)(αn) = 1 a.s.
provided that α is sufficiently close to 1. The upper bound µp(k)(αn) ≤ αn is plain, so we shall
focus on the lower bound.
In this direction, integrating the obvious inequality (1 + ε)xε ≥ 1 − e−x for x ≥ 0 and
0 < ε ≤ 1 arbitrary, we see that
1− e−x ≥ x − x1+ε. (20)
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Replacing x by the random variable αnpi (k) and summing over i ∈ Nk , we deduce that
µp(k)(αn) ≥ αn − (αn)1+ε
∑
i∈Nk
pi (k)
1+ε = αn − (αn)1+εL(1+ ε)kW (k)(1+ ε).
As W (k)(1 + ε) is a positive martingale (in the variable k), we have supk W (k)(1 + ε) < ∞ a.s.
On the other hand, we have
ln
(
n1+εL(1+ ε)k
)
= (1+ ε) ln n + k ln L(1+ ε)
= (1+ ε + a ln L(1+ ε)+ o(1)) ln n.
Recall that −M is the derivative of ln L and that ln L(1) = 0. Since aM(1) > 1, we can chose
ε > 0 small enough so that a ln L(1+ ε) < −ε. Then
(αn)1+εL(1+ ε)k = o(n),
and we conclude that
lim inf
a,b
(αn)−1µp(k)(αn) ≥ 1 a.s.
which completes the proof. 
For θ∗ ≤ 2, a related argument also enables us to estimate the lowest generation at which all
n balls fall into different boxes. More generally, recall that for every integer j , N¯ (k)n, j denotes the
number of boxes at generation k which contain more than j balls when n balls have been thrown.
Note that this quantity increases with the number of balls n and decreases with the generation k.
Define
ζn, j := min{k ∈ N : N¯ (k)n, j = 0}.
Proposition 2. If θ∗ ≤ j + 1, then we have
lim
n→∞
ζn, j
ln n
= 1/M∗ a.s.
Proof. We first consider the randomized version with a total number of balls nx which has the
Poisson law with parameter x . We write N¯(k)x, j for the number of boxes at generation k occupied by
more than j balls, and consider its conditional expectation given the random probability measure
p(k), which has been computed in (4). Using the assumption that θ∗ ≤ j + 1 at the second line
below, we get
E(N¯(k)x, j | p(k)) = µ¯p(k), j (x) =
∑
i∈Nk
(
1− e−pi (k)x
(
1+ · · · + (xpi (k))
j
j !
))
≤ c(θ∗)
∑
i∈Nk
(xpi (k))
θ∗ ,
where
c(θ∗) = max
y>0
y−θ∗
(
1− e−y
(
1+ · · · + y
j
j !
))
is some finite constant. Observe that the preceding upper bound can be expressed as
c(θ∗)xθ∗L(θ∗)kW (k)(θ∗),
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and recall that W (k)(θ∗) is a martingale. The unconditional expectation E(N¯(k)x, j ) can thus be
bounded from above by c(θ∗)xθ∗L(θ∗)k .
We next pick a > 1/M∗ and take x = ek/a . Recall that
− ln L(θ
∗)
θ∗
= M(θ∗) = M∗.
We thus have
ln
(
xθ
∗
L(θ∗)k
)
= kθ∗
(
1
a
− M∗
)
,
and as a consequence∑
k∈N
E(N¯(k)
ek/a , j
) <∞. (21)
Then chose any a′ > a and recall that the Poisson process fulfills
lim
k0→∞
P
(
nek/a > be(k+1)/a
′c for all k ≥ k0
)
= 1.
We deduce from (21) and an argument of monotonicity that
P
(
N¯ (k)be(k+1)/a′c, j = 0 for all integers k sufficiently large
)
= 1.
Observing that for every integer n and k = ba′ ln nc:
ζn, j > k H⇒ N¯ (k)n, j ≥ 1 H⇒ N¯ (k)be(k+1)/a′c, j ≥ 1,
and therefore
lim sup
n→∞
ζn, j
ln n
≤ a′ a.s.
As a′ can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1/M∗, we conclude that
lim sup
n→∞
ζn, j
ln n
≤ 1/M∗ a.s.
Finally, the converse bound
lim inf
n→∞
ζn, j
ln n
≥ 1/M∗ a.s.
derives easily from Theorem 1. 
3.2. Interpretation in terms of homogeneous fragmentations
The initial motivation for this work was to gain an insight into certain asymptotic regimes
for homogeneous fragmentations. Roughly, the latter form coherent families of natural Markov
processes with values in the space of partitions of finite sets, such that these random partitions are
refining as time passes. They are closely related to multiplicative cascades of random probability
measures and to the occupancy scheme; we start by giving precise definitions.
A non-empty set B of positive integers is called a block, and a partition of B is a denumerable
family pi = {pi1, pi2, . . .} of pairwise disjoint sub-blocks of B such that ∪pii = B. We write
PartB for the set of partitions of B and endow PartB with a natural partial order: one says that
a partition pi is finer than another partition pi ′ and then write pi  pi ′ if and only if each block
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pii of pi is contained into some block pi ′j of pi ′. A sequence (pi(k), k ≥ 0) of partitions is called
nested (or, sometimes also, refining) if pi(k + 1) is finer than pi(k) for every integer k ≥ 0.
The occupancy scheme produces naturally random partitions. Typically, we consider some
discrete probability measure p ∈ ProbI and the corresponding family of boxes, and we label
balls by integers. Every block B can then be splitted into sub-blocks that correspond to the
labels of the balls which occupy the same box. This provides a random partition of B, say pipB .
The latter is exchangeable, in the sense that its distribution is invariant under the natural action
of permutations of B. Note that when B is infinite, in particular when B = N, pipB has no
singletons a.s. A fundamental theorem due to Kingman [17] (see Theorem 2.1 in [2]) claims that
any exchangeable random partition of N which has no singletons a.s. has the same distribution as
the partition that results from some randomized version of the occupancy scheme, i.e. for which
p is now a random discrete probability measure. The assumption of absence of singletons can be
dropped provided that one allows p to be defective, i.e. to be only a sub-probability measure.
We now consider again a sequence (p(k), k ∈ N) of random discrete probability measures
which is associated with some multiplicative cascade as in (1), and for every k ∈ N, we denote
by Π (k) the random partition of N induced as above by the occupancy scheme at generation k.
Then Π = (Π (k), k ≥ 0) is a nested sequence of exchangeable random partitions of N, which
is Markovian. We callΠ a homogeneous fragmentation chain. Its transition probabilities inherit
the branching property from the multiplicative structure of the cascade; see Propositions 1.2 and
1.3 in [2].
For any of blocks B and B ′ with B ′ ⊆ B, the restriction to B ′ yields a natural projection
pi → pi |B′ from PartB to PartB′ . The partial order is clearly compatible with restrictions, in the
sense that pi  pi ′ ⇒ pi |B′  pi ′|B′ . Thus, if (pi(k), k ≥ 0) is a nested sequence of partitions of
a block B and if B ′ ⊆ B is a smaller block, then the sequence (pi |B′(k), k ≥ 0) of partitions
restricted to B ′ is again nested. A simple but nonetheless important fact is that the Markov
property of a homogeneous fragmentation chain Π is preserved by restriction, in the sense that
for every block B ⊆ N, the nested sequence of partitions of B,Π |B = (Π |B(k), k ≥ 0), is still
Markovian; see Lemma 3.4 in [2] for a sharper statement.
Recapitulating, the occupancy scheme enables us to associate with any random multiplica-
tive cascade of discrete probability measures a homogeneous fragmentation chain Π . In turn,
the latter provided a nested sequence of random partitions of an arbitrary block B ⊆ N,
Π |B = (Π |B(k), k ≥ 0), which is Markovian. Further, these Markov chains are coherent, in the
sense that if B ′ ⊆ B, thenΠ |B′ = (Π |B)|B′ . Roughly speaking, the statements in the preceding
Section provide information about the asymptotic regimes for a homogeneous fragmentation of a
finite set, when both the size n of that set and the time k at which the fragmentation process is ob-
served tend to infinity. For example, Theorem 1 is a limit theorem for the number of components
with a fixed size (like singletons, pairs, etc.), whereas Proposition 2 specifies the asymptotic be-
havior of the shattering time, that is the first instant at which the fragmentation process of a finite
block reaches its absorbing state, i.e. the partition of that block into singletons. Finally, we also
mention that, for the sake of simplicity, we have only discussed here fragmentation processes in
discrete time; however our results can be shifted to homogeneous fragmentations in continuous
time, using discretization techniques similar to those developed in [3].
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Appendix. Proof of the large deviation behavior
We finally proceed to the proof of Corollary 1. When f is continuous with compact support,
the claim follows from Lemma 4 by approximating f with step functions. See e.g. Corollary 4
of [5] and Theorem 3 of Stone [20] for slightly stronger statements in terms of directly Riemann
integrable functions with compact support. All that is needed to extend this to continuous
functions with unbounded support (which fulfill the conditions of the statement) is to establish
the following: If we define for some fixed α > 0 and β > θ
g+(x) = 1{x>0}xα, and g−(x) = 1{x<0}eβx ,
then,
sup
k∈N
√
ke−ϕ(θ)k
∑
i∈Nk
g±(kM(θ)+ ln pi (k)) <∞ a.s. (22)
Indeed, for every function f that fulfills the hypotheses of the statement and for every integer
` ≥ 1, we can find a continuous function f` with compact support such that f` ≤ f ≤
f` + `−1(g+ + g−), and then (22) enables us to conclude the proof by a standard argument.
Proof of (22) for g+. We write∑
i∈Nk
g+(kM(θ)+ ln pi (k)) =
∫
R+
g+(kM(θ)− y)Z (k)(dy)
=
∫
[0,kM(θ)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy).
Then we pick θ ′ ∈]θ, θ∗[ sufficiently close to θ (as this will be explained in the sequel) and split
the last integral at kM(θ ′) to get∫
[0,kM(θ ′)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy)+
∫
]kM(θ ′),kM(θ)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy).
For the first integral, there is the obvious bound∫
[0,kM(θ ′)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy) ≤ (kM(θ))αZ (k)([0, kM(θ ′)]).
Observe from Markov inequality that Z (k)([0, a]) ≤ eθaL(θ)kW (k)(θ) for every a > 0, so the
preceding quantity can be bounded from above by
(kM(θ))αeθkM(θ
′)L(θ)kW (k)(θ).
Recall that ϕ(θ) = ln L(θ)+ θM(θ) and that M(θ ′) < M(θ). As a consequence
(kM(θ))αeθkM(θ
′)L(θ)k = o(ekϕ(θ))/√k, k →∞,
and since the martingale W (k)(θ) remains bounded a.s., we conclude that
lim
k→∞
√
ke−kϕ(θ)
∫
[0,kM(θ ′)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy) = 0 a.s. (23)
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For the second integral, we start from the bound∫
]kM(θ ′),kM(θ)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy)
≤
∑
0≤ j≤k(M(θ)−M(θ ′))
jαZ (k)([kM(θ)− j, kM(θ)− j + 1]).
For indices 0 ≤ j ≤ k(M(θ)− M(θ ′)), we define
θk, j = M−1(M(θ)− j/k) ∈ [θ, θ ′], (24)
so that
kM(θk, j ) = kM(θ)− j.
We observe that
Z (k)([kM(θ)− j, kM(θ)− j + 1]) = L(θk, j )k
∫ kM(θ)− j+1
kM(θ)− j
eθk, j yZ (k)θk, j (dy)
≤ eθk, j (kM(θ)− j+1)L(θk, j )k Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θ)− j, kM(θ)− j + 1])
≤ e(1− j)θ
(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k
Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θk, j ), kM(θk, j )+ 1]),
where for the last inequality, we use the fact that θk, j ≥ θ .
Recall that ln L is convex and has derivative −M. Since θ ≤ θk, j ≤ θ ′, we have
ln L(θk, j ) ≤ ln L(θ)− M(θ ′)(θk, j − θ),
and since ϕ(θ) = ln L(θ)+ θM(θ), this yields
θk, jM(θ)+ ln L(θk, j ) ≤ ϕ(θ)+ (θk, j − θ)(M(θ)− M(θ ′)).
As the mean function M is locally a regular diffeomorphism, we see from (24) that there is some
finite constant C (which is independent of k and j) such that θk, j − θ ≤ C j/k. Further, we also
have that M(θ)− M(θ ′) ≤ θ/2C provided that we choose θ ′ sufficiently close to θ . Then(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k ≤ e jθ/2 exp(kϕ(θ)),
and thus ∑
0≤ j≤k(M(θ)−M(θ ′))
jαe(1− j)θ
(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k = O (exp(kϕ(θ))) .
On the other hand, we know from Lemma 4 that there exists an a.s. finite random variable ξ
such that
Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θk, j ), kM(θk, j )+ 1]) ≤ k−1/2ξ.
Putting the pieces together, we conclude that
sup
k∈N
√
ke−kϕ(θ)
∫
]kM(θ ′),kM(θ)]
(kM(θ)− y)αZ (k)(dy) <∞ a.s.
Combining with (23), we have thus verified that (22) does hold for g+. 
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The proof of the bound (22) for g− follows a similar route; however it may be useful to spell
out the main steps.
Proof of (22) for g−. We start with∑
i∈Nk
g−(kM(θ)+ ln pi (k)) =
∫
[0,∞[
e−βyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy).
We pick θ ′ ∈]θ∗, θ[ sufficiently close to θ and split this integral at k(M(θ ′)− M(θ)).
For indices 0 ≤ j < k(M(θ ′)− M(θ)), we introduce
θk, j = M−1(M(θ)+ j/k) ∈ [θ ′, θ], (25)
so that
kM(θk, j ) = kM(θ)+ j.
We observe that∫
[ j, j+1[
e−βyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy)
= L(θk, j )k
∫
[ j, j+1[
e−βyeθk, j (kM(θ)+y)Z (k)θk, j (kM(θ)+ dy)
≤ L(θk, j )ke− j (β−θk, j )ekθk, jM(θ)Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θ)+ j, kM(θ)+ j + 1])
≤ e− j (β−θ)
(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k
Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θk, j ), kM(θk, j )+ 1]),
where for the last inequality, we use the fact that θk, j ≤ θ .
Because ln L is convex, has derivative −M and θ ′ ≤ θk, j ≤ θ , there is the inequality
ln L(θk, j ) ≤ ln L(θ)+ M(θ ′)(θ − θk, j ),
which yields
θk, jM(θ)+ ln L(θk, j ) ≤ ϕ(θ)+ (θ − θk, j )(M(θ ′)− M(θ)).
We see from (25) that there is some finite constant C (which is independent of k and j) such that
θ − θk, j ≤ C j/k, and that M(θ ′)− M(θ) ≤ (β − θ)/2C provided that we choose θ ′ sufficiently
close to θ . Then(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k ≤ e j (β−θ)/2 exp(kϕ(θ)),
and thus ∑
0≤ j<k(M(θ ′)−M(θ))
e− j (β−θ)
(
eθk, jM(θ)L(θk, j )
)k = O (exp(kϕ(θ))) .
Further Lemma 4 ensures the existence of an a.s. finite random variable ξ such that
Z (k)θk, j ([kM(θk, j ), kM(θk, j )+ 1]) ≤ k−1/2ξ,
and then we can conclude that
sup
k∈N
√
ke−kϕ(θ)
∫
[0,k(M(θ ′)−M(θ))[
e−βyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy) <∞ a.s. (26)
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For the remaining integral, we note that∫
[k(M(θ ′)−M(θ)),∞[
e−βyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy)
≤ e−(β−θ)k(M(θ ′)−M(θ))
∫
[k(M(θ ′)−M(θ)),∞[
e−θyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy)
≤ e−(β−θ)k(M(θ ′)−M(θ))ekθM(θ)L(θ)kW (k)(θ).
We readily deduce that
lim
k→∞
√
ke−kϕ(θ)
∫
[k(M(θ ′)−M(θ)),∞[
e−βyZ (k)(kM(θ)+ dy) = 0 a.s.,
and combining with (26), this establishes that (22) holds for g−. 
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